
Answers  
 
 
p. 5   Refer to Song  p. 6  Refer to Song 
 
p. 7 Dad, By the time you receive this message, I will be at soccer practice.  There is dinner in the fridge and 

dessert on the table for you.  Except, I didn’ t have time to make a salad.  Remember, today is Wednesday.  
Dan and Mike are coming over (and Bob too!).  They’ re all ready to paint the garage now.  I thought that 
I’d remind you.  I’ ll see you tomorrow, night after school.   Trina 

 
p.8 Answers will vary  p. 9 Answers will vary   
 
p. 10 1. half    2. exceed    3. tomorrow    4. grief    5. receive    6. hymn    7. plentiful    8. necessary     

9. committee    10. practice    11. changeable    12. argument    13. massage    14. exceptions    15. deceit 
 
p. 11 SEPARATE:  pear, spare, trees, rate, spear      WEDNESAY: days, needs, sway, send, sane 

CHANGEABLE: able, change, hang, gable, label     MISSPELLED: miss, peel, pill, lips, sell 
COURAGEOUS: courage, rage, cage, goose, race    GUARANTEED:  need, tree, rant, gate, grant 
ARGUMENT: argue, meant, true, gate, rent       SCHEDULED:  duel, shed, dude, seed, sled 
PLENTIFUL:  full, tell, lift, pill, lint 

 
p. 16 refer to song   
 
p. 17 Com – together      Super – over or more than      Bi- two     Re – do again      Inter  – between       

Trans – across       De – opposite      Dis -  opposite        Mis -  Wrong     Pre – before       
Sub -  under or less than 

 
p. 18  Answers will vary      p. 19 Answers will vary   
 
p. 20  PREFIXATION:  text, trap, rain, trip, faint  SUPERCHARGED:  charge, super, reach, cheer, pear 

SUBSTANTIAL:  stain, tail, sail, bail, aunt  TRANSPARENT:  parent, tent, tense, parts, snare 
INTERCHANGE:  tree, train, gain, cheer, charge DEFOREST:  forest, rest, frost, defrost, stored 
BIPLANE:  plane, bail, plain, pail, nail   MISLEADING:  lead, slide, slime, limes, deal 
COMPREHEND:  done, come, cope, hope, home 

 
p. 21 Answers will vary  p. 22 Answers will vary  p. 25 Refer to song 
 
p. 26  -ous – full of      -ate  - to make      -tion – act of      -ity – state of being     -ize – cause to be 
 -able – capable of      -less – without      -er  -  someone who does 
 
p. 27 Answers will vary  p. 28  Answers will vary   
 
  p. 29 CONCENTRATE:  create, treat, tear, center, crate UNDERSTANDABLE:  stand, under, able, state, brand 

AUTHENTICITY:  city, then, than, thin, chin BELIEVER:  live, liver, believe, lever, relieve  
THOUGHTLESS:  less, thought, though, sought VOCALIZE:   coil, cove, vocal, oval, veal 
EXPIRATION:  exit, tire, pirate, rate, pear  VIGOROUS:  virus, sour, vigour, ours, rigs   
SUFFIXATION:  suffix, stiff, fixation, fusion, fist 
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Answers  
 
 
p. 30 Answers will vary  p. 31 Answers will vary  p. 34 Answers will vary 
 
p. 35 Refer to song  p. 36 Who – Hector Rodriguez     What – UFO Sighting     

Why – Saucer shaped vessel in sky    When – May 12, 2004, 9:30 am 
Where – Santa Domingo, CA    How – binoculars 

 
p. 37 Answers will vary  p. 38   A}  F, D, B, E, A, C           B}  How, When, where, what, why, who 
 
p. 39   1.  It’s called “geometrical progression.”   With every fold, the thickness doubles.  For example, on your 

eighth fold the paper is already 256 times thicker than at the start. 
2.  The pool was empty. 
3.  Humans crawl as babies, walk as adults and use a cane in old age. 
4.   The sun warms the air and the warm air rises, cools, falls and creates a convection current. 
5.  2004, 2008, 20012, 2016… 

 
p. 45 Refer to song  p. 46 Answers will vary  p. 47 Answers will vary 
 
p. 48 There are more than 37 matching pairs  p. 49  Answers will vary 
 
p. 53  Refer to song   
p. 54 A}  He, she, they, it, they, he, he, he, she, he, I, you, I, you, I, you, you, we, they, I, he, I, you, he, they, it, he, he 
 B}   1. I    2. He   3. I   4. You   5. We   6. She   7. We 
 
p. 55 A}  me, it, him, her, her, me, them, you, us, it, her, it 
 B}  1. him   2. us   3. her   4. me   5. them   6. it   7. you 
 
p. 56 A}  my, mine, your, yours, us, my, its, your, yours, your, my, our, my, his, my, her, her, their, their 
 B}  1. our   2. their   3. his   4. your    5. my    6. theirs    7. their    8. its    9. mine    10. your   11. her 
 
p. 59 Refer to song  p. 60 Answers will vary p. 61 There are more than 29 matched pairs 
 
p. 62 Suggested Answers:    Store, sale          street, feet          Mary, library           look, book          Cold, scream          

ball, game          Write, test          up, successful 
 
p. 66 Refer to song  p. 67 1. do   2. make   3. do   4. make   5. did   6. do/make   7. make   8. did   9. did    
     10. made   11. make   12. make   13. do   14. made   15. done 
 
p. 68 A}   do, make, make, does, do, does, done, do, did, made, making, do, done, made 
 B}   1. make   2. does   3. made   4. doing   5. do    6. done    7. made   8. do, do   9. made   10. did   11. makes    
        12. do    13. did    14. make 
 
p. 69 1. Why do they go on that rollercoaster?    2. Samantha makes such a big deal about nothing 
 3. We so phone them.  The do not answer.    4. We cannot make noise in the library. 
 5. She does not have any idea that we are throwing her a surprise party. 
 6. I’m making a collect phone call.    7. Do you really think your team will win? 
 8. Sophie makes the best tasting cookies in the world!     

9. Mike, Dave and Bob do not think that the store is open. 
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Answers  
 
 
p. 70 1. You did not know where I was eating yesterday.    2. You made a lot of noise with your stereo. 
 3. He did a lot to help the poor in the community.    4. Their dog made a mess when he played in the yard. 
 5. We did everything we could to raise money for charity.     

6. If I made a wrong turn, it was because I had no map in my car.     
7. Did your car work when it had no gas left in the tank?    8. They made the ball bounce very high. 
9. Theresa did more homework than most students in her class. 

 
p. 73 Refer to song  p. 74 1.   Refer to song      2. Answers will vary    3. a) AABB    b) ABAA    c) ABAC 
 
p. 76 1.  a) onomatopoeia  b) repetition  c) simile  d) alliteration  e) personification, simile  f) alliteration  g) metaphor 
 h) repetition  i) onomatopoeia   j) simile 
p. 77 a) Free Verse   b) Haiku    c) Sonnet   d) Ballad  p. 78 Answers will vary 
 
p. 79 ONOMATOPOEIA:  meat, mate, moon, pita, moat PREDICTABLE:  creed, dice, table, able, predict,  

ALLITERATION:  alert, rate, lion, tail, nail  SHAKESPEARE:  shake, spear, pear, rake, spare 
SONGLIKE:  like, line, lone, lion, king   PERSONIFICATION:  person, fiction, reason, paste, craft 
METAPHORS:  meat, tame, short, shame, teams  SONNETS:  notes, tones, sets, nets, nest 
SIMILES:  smile, mile, lime, slime, less 

 
p. 80 ACROSS  DOWN    p. 83 Refer to song 
 
 2.  syllables  1.  onomatopoeia  p. 84 Answers will vary 
 8.  three   3.  alliteration    
 9.  free verse  4.  like    p. 85 Answers will vary 
 10. personification 5. style     
 11. simile  6. Shakespeare   p. 86 Answers will vary 
 12. haiku  7. repetition    
 13. seven      p. 87 Answers will vary 
 
p. 88 Answers will vary  p. 89 Answers will vary 
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For product, concert or further information on Étienne, please  
contact us at www.grammarjams.com 

 


